Trade Spotlight: Options - Frequently Asked Questions
1. What is the Trade Spotlight: Options?
The Trade Spotlight: Options is a commodity trading advisory. It’s
an email based service providing specific commodity option
recommendations based on the GBE trading methodology.
2. What is the Greatest Business on Earth (GBE)?
GBE is a company dedicated to the education of futures and
options traders by providing quotes and charts, trading strategies,
market commentary and educational videos.
3. What do I receive with the Trade Spotlight: Options?
You get a precise trading plan from entry to exit. It includes specific
entry price and real-time trade management. In addition, you’ll see
the rationale behind the trade setup, so you can learn as you trade.
4. Which option markets does it trade?
The trade advisory covers over 30 underlying futures markets
spanning 8 market sectors. It provides diversified trading
opportunities in both the financial and physical commodity markets.
5. How many trades can I expect?
There is potentially 0-4 new trade recommendations per month
based on the trading methodology and market conditions.

6. Will there be margin requirements?
Purchasing straight up or covered options do not require a margin.
However, certain GBE strategies implement selling straight up or
uncovered options. If a margin is required it will be clearly laid out
in the email.
7. What can I expect for emails?
The Trade Spotlight: Options consists of three parts. First, the
Trade Setup emails present new trade recommendations. These
will be sent out late afternoon or early evening to be acted on in the
next session. Second, the Trade Management emails tell you when
to liquidate positions. Trade Management emails will normally be
sent out in the afternoon, but may occasionally be sent out during
the trading day if needed. Lastly, the Monthly Summary email
recaps the month’s trading portfolio and is sent out on the last
trading day of the month.
8. How much does this service cost?
There is no cost for the advisory service and available only to
clients of Daniels Trading.
9. How do I gain access to the Trade Spotlight: Options?
Establish an account to receive unlimited access; just contact your
Daniels Trading broker to be set up. If you are not yet a client we
do offer a free trial.
DISCLOSURE
Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future
performance. The risk of loss in trading futures contracts or
commodity options can be substantial, and therefore investors
should understand the risks involved in taking leveraged positions
and must assume responsibility for the risks associated with such
investments and for their results.

